Assignment for Class II
Subject : English

Session: 2020-21

Literature Book : New Voices
Lesson 3 : Aladdin
1.

Learn and write the difficult words.







Stranger
Realised
Uttered
Parted
Nephew







Horror
Street
Blink
Appeared
Surprise

2. Question and Answer
Q1. Who met Aladdin in the street ?
Ans. The stranger met Aladdin in the street.
Q2. What did the magician tell him ?
Ans. The magician told Aladdin that he had brought many gifts for him and his mother.
Q3. What made the magician angry ?
Ans. The magician got angry because Aladdin said he will give the lamp only when he comes out of the cave safely.
Q4. What did Aladdin and his mother realized ?
Ans. Aladdin and his mother realized that the lamp and the ring had magical powers.

3. Fill in the blanks :1. Aladdin was surprised as he did not know he had an uncle.
2. The magician uttered some magic words.
3. He showed her the lamp and the ring.
4. The genie returned with a huge table laden with food.

4. Make sentences :1. Stranger –
2. Tailor 3. Horror –

1.

Course Book :- New Voices
Lesson -3 :- I Wish ….

1. learn and write the difficult words.






Laugh
Scared
Wish
Grand
Bury







Dashing
Hose
Prepared
Rinse
Through

2. (a) Recite the Poem
(b) Write first ten lines of the poem “ I Wish “.
3. Question and Answer.
Q1. Who are the three animals in the poem?
Ans. The three animals in the poem are, an elephant, an ostrich and a dolphin.
Q2. Where is the speaker in the poem?
Ans. The speaker is at the zoo in this poem.
Q3. What do you think the word ‘Splash‘ means ?
Ans. The word ‘Splash‘ means a small amount of liquid that fall onto something.
Q4. If the speaker were an elephant how would she use her nose?
Ans. . If the speaker were an elephant, she would she use her nose like a garden hose.

4. Learn and write the rhyming words:1. Nose - Hose.
2. Fish - wish.
3. Grand – Sand.

5. Make sentences :1. Garden –
2. Happy –
3.Wish –

6

Draw and colour the picture of a zoo.

Grammar
Lesson 2 ;- Questions and statements
Exercise 1
Statements end with a full stop. ( . )
Questions end with a question mark. ( ? )
All the sentences begin with capital letter.





For example.
1.
2.

What is your father’s name?
My father’s name is Shankar.

The first sentence asks a question. It has a question mark (?) at the end.
The second sentence says something. It has a full stop ( . ) at the end.
For example.
1.
2.

Where do you live?
I live in Ranchi.

The first sentence asks a question. It has a question mark ( ? ) at the end.
The second sentence says something. It has a full stop ( . ) at the end.
Exercise 2:- Put a Full stop or a question mark at the end of the sentence.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

In holidays, we will plan a tour
Where can we go
We can go to Goa
Goa is a nice place to visit
Many beautiful churches are in Goa
What else can we see in Goa
Goa has some old churches
We will visit the Basilica of Bom Jesus church
Can you tell me the name of the Capital of Goa
The capital of goa is Panaji

